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Editorial
The world has changed irrevocably since we last met within the pages of this journal. And
now that I write this note to you, dear reader, more than two million people have been affected
worldwide by the virus. Half the world has been under lockdown for what seems like forever
now. We have begun to normalise the ennui, the fear, that little shudder when we touch
something seemingly mundane now – a doorknob, a keyboard, a bag of groceries.
The tragedy is real, and it is colossal. Writing and reading poetry (or fiction and haibun) at
such a time might seem like an over-indulgent luxury, but I would argue otherwise. While
our health-workers, doctors, and law enforcers are helping us battle that which we haven’t
even begun to understand yet, it is the artists, the poets, the writers, the musicians, the
dancers, and the film-makers who have kept us sane.
In the bleakest of times, it is art that keeps a little fire burning. And it is art that gives voice to
those who might not have one.
So, here we are with Narrow Road – Vol 10, hoping that we will help keep that fire alive;
however small, however hidden. We would like to thank, Ramya Pandyan, for Guest Editing
an exciting section of short fiction for this issue.
I will sign off now, on a hopeful note, for even while my news feed swells with Covidian
despair, there’s a chorus of birdsong just outside the window. In the last hour or so, I have
received pictures of peacocks dancing at traffic crossings and videos of animals rewilding our
cities. The canals in Venice are reportedly cleaner and the Himalayas have reclaimed their
splendour. Perhaps, earth needed this time to heal.
lockdown
all the birds I’d never
seen before
- Paresh Tiwari

Note - For those who would like to submit for the next issue, please note that the poetry
section (Vol 11, August 20) will be Guest Edited by Smeetha Bhoumik, and she is likely to
make certain changes to the submission guidelines. I strongly suggest that you check the
same on the Narrow Road blog before sending in your submissions. The guidelines will be
updated by 15 May 20, and the submissions shall open in June.
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Poetry
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Pavan Khebudkar
मैि$ण
&या िततं पलीकडं ितकडं
&या कंु पणा1या प2याड ग,ं
मला खा$ी हाय,
माझी मैि$ण हाय।।
त8ु ही 8हनाल मला, ितचं नाव काय?
मी खरं सांगते ठाव नाय,
असंल जिहरा, झीनत, सलमा
वहीदा नाय तर असल
ं झरीना
काय असल
क
नाला
दखल
ं ु
मी 8हनते,
नावात यवडं असतंय काय?
माझी मैि$ण हाय।।
त8ु ही 8हनाल मला, ितचं गाव काय?
मी खरं सांगते ठाव नाय
असंल पेशावर, रावळिपंडी,
लाहोर नाय तर असल कराची
काय असंल कुनाला दखल
मी 8हनते,
गावा िबगर काय अडतंय काय?
माझी मैि$ण हाय।।
त8ु ही 8हनाल मला, ती करते काय?
Gहाई ठाव परी अदं से ा हाय,
असलं रांधत, दळत-कांडत,
रानाला Gहाय तर ताGJाला पाजत
काय असल
ं कुणाला दखल मी 8हणते,
बाई दसु रं करनार काय?
माझी मैि$ण हाय।।
त8ु ही 8हनाल मला, मग वळख कशी?
आमचं दोगLचं दादलं बॉडNरपाशी,
असल ित1याबी उरात धडकP,
माQयावानी झोप उडाली,
काय हRईल कवा काय
घडंल िह भीती..
&योच वळखीचा धागा हाय
माझी मैि$ण हाय…
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Mugdha Karnik, Arundhati Deosthale
Friend (Translation of मैि$ण)
Over there, further up,
Beyond the wired fence
I know for sure,
I do have a friend
You may want to know, what’s her name?
I don't know, trust me
Maybe Zaheera, Zeenat or Salma
Could even be Vaheeda, or Zareena
Who knows...
But
What’s in a name?
She is my friend.
You may ask, where from?
I have no idea
Maybe Peshawar or Rawalpindi
for that matter Lahore or Karachi
Who knows...anyway,
How does that matter?
She is my friend that’s all.
Now you may ask, what does she do?
I have no idea, I guess
She could be cooking, milling or grinding
Watering her fields or feeding her baby,
A woman’s job... wouldn’t it be the same,
more or less?
She is my friend.
You may ask, then how do I know her!
Both our husbands are on the border,
On either side
Her heart too would be pounding,
She too must spend sleepless nights,
What lies ahead and when...
Living in constant fear...
It's just that, the bond that brings us in a shared loop
Makes her my friend...
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Vinita Agarwal
Arid
So dry. Dryness
with cracked heels, barely a turban
of shade on the head.
Dryness that chalks the root’s
velvet suit, soil unbuttoned to the waist.
I’ve lost the fingers
of my sun’s rust hand
in the earth’s ochre crust.
The gay girl-puppet sways;
inappropriate celebration.
Orange, sienna, crimson, all one, in flat beige.
This hardness allows no footprints
Accommodates no seeds in its khadi uterus
Owns up only to cramped rib cages,
xeric nucleus eyes.
In my mind, the chicken in the wire coop
are saved by dense green intentions.
Determined
I scoop out the excess of sunlight from the air.
My head has enough dark spaces
to take in endless illumination.
But nothing changes.
Hours stay transfixed in heat.
I miss the moistness of rains.
Its Sarangi notes, open-fisted generosity
the colours locked in its belly
the yin to the yang of the throat.
People cavorting.
This shaken expanse
breaks every promise that time ever made to lifethat of relenting.
A sheep with slumped shoulders walks through me.
I become a burned hoof. A sore mouth.
Rain could ease the ache of this supine topography.
Rains and rivers and water tables.
That brilliant liquid
shimmering in dreams
that women would trade with their blood.
But clouds too are deserts here,
deserts in the skies.
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Sivakami Velliangiri
Nostalgia
Canine keen, the nose knows first remembers the vapor rub
from father's Vicks inhaler,
and in a puff, the scent of
of mother's Wills.
The eyes see again lotus beauty
years from infancy, and then
beauty was anything I looked upon,
even the unseen.
Ultrasonic hearing detects vibrations
of the slithering snake
and the padded paws.
The tongue touches the taste of native
candy, Cadbury, country ghee,
crooked green tamarind pods, and
the buds salivate like the first time.
Now the extra sensory oversees
all these impressions into song,
dance, painting, sculpture:
poetry with voice and vision.
The linger of love rises beyond the senses
the rhythm of falling in and out
resonates in the upper chamber of my heart
as love letters pulsate in the top drawer.
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Pamela A. Babusci & Paresh Tiwari (tanka in italics)
blue convertible
limitless highway
going nowhere to nowhere
on lonesome nights
i drive right through
the milky way
breathing
the expanse of the sky
i navigate
the road home
by stars long dead
drinking in all
the cosmic luminaries
for this final destination
is this all that i wanted
all i needed?
by a bell-flower
bleeding moonlight
i leave behind
a few regrets and
a half-painted dream
at the end of life
does anything really matter?
cruising
in my blue convertible
catching citrine stars
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Pinky Kain
And Still I Rise
More than diversity
I see adversity
You make me feel small
Not letting me even crawl
Making my heart brise
And I still rise.
You corner me, you make me cry,
I go into silence and feel shy
Not letting me sleep any more
As if I am only boat left at the shore
You keep talking lies
And still I rise.
You keep blowing my confidence down
And when I talk, you frown
Use my name for the fame
I know all your dirty game
Your softness is a disguise
And still I rise.
You will never let me touch the sky
All you want is my joy to die
Showing me defeats everyday
But I am not defeated anyway
I keep getting that you are unwise
And still I rise
I will rise till you are weary
And my eyes are not anymore teary
I will keep falling and rise
Till I kick all the bies
You may think it’s my demise
And still I rise.
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Kashiana Singh
curdled milk
he and I never succeed
in our attempt to mobilize
a conversation —
about your death
all the light between our walls
fails to muscle through the
dark disconnectedness of our
cauterized veins, it flickers
like curdled milk simmering
on a stove, the conversation
lingers incoherently, neither
here nor there, delusional it
leaves a sour taste at the tip
of our tongues, our silence
settles to the bottom, weary
like unfinished chunks, burnt
scraping the bowl for curds
and whey, a few lacerated
memories quiver in my hands
phantoms straining themselves
through the fine muslin of our
efforts, releasing palatable
emblems of memories that
consolidate into blocks of
neatly pressed paneer—
when chopped it
mobilizes an aseptic conversation
that crumbles into a heated wok
as the cumin seeds splutter
he and I talk about your death
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Do you understand? [after Dr. Li Wenliang of Wuhan Central Hospital]
A doctor walked around hallways
Encountering a colony of sickness
Before being cleansed into echoes
Of the ECMO machine, crown-like it
Summoned obeisance, obedience to
Its spikes; burying into voices undone
Inserting repentance for the warning
Issued when Li Wenliang called foul
Shrouded with impositions of secrecy
At war as he walked into funeral parlors
Unmasking a few facts & falsehoods
Unguarded as he dappled with the virus
His own throat delirious with words
Precise in how he exorcised control
Do you understand?
Stated the Notice.
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Namrata Pathak
Few Thoughts on a Lover's Silence on an Ordinary Day in February
Today the morning broke an old accord
to be the calmest, kindest.
You who have been increasingly awakened
by noise, by the frothy rain in the sky's jaw line,
learn to be bitter. Like Wormwood.
But love. That calls for rarest of responses to voices.
Let us be saints of sorrow communing with several kinds
of
silences.
II
I will not speak to you today.
Nor hear you calling me names.
Titania. Bianca. Desdemona.
III
These small acts of betrayal,
what are they, if not love?
IV
1:02 am
A lover's expeditions are loud.
I prefer to pull the brocade of light down,
smear miniature stars on the crinkled skin of absences--The incense sticks in your room burn and burn,
quite foreign to depths and tenderness of life.
You fare better, trust me.
All I know is the dearth of a language between us--to give you a hint of the storms in my heart,
geraniums in my hands. But the stars, teach the glittery
transience to go back to the fleeting sky,
find a home elsewhere, in a patchwork of loss and light--here, we don't live, we burn and burn in love.
Usually I who detest the moon don't make a fuss
of anything. I let go. Of love. Of you.

16
V
12 pm
How vivacious is this art of disappearing
into a constellation of longing--- to gather watery
star-buds from the creases of this void,
to lose the protracted hours of long summers
to the kingfisher's last flight,
to the songs of blue frailty after a catch,
to moments taking any shape you wish them to be,
like water.
To those who try to make you look like everybody else.
Learn the moral of the lovers. Be indifferent.
Don't speak.
Lose.
Live.
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Indraprastha Apollo, Sarita Vihar, New Delhi, August, 2019
"There is something poetic about exchanges
in a hospital"--- he says.
Name?
Age?
Diabetic or not?
Hypertensive or not?
Do you need a thermometer?
What is your weight?
Two frail eyes twinkle in anticipation.
Lamp posts of flitting hope.
Hands weave embroidery of anecdotes.
Hungry, he laps up arrays of questions.
Bloodshot eyes read the health hazards
pasted in the doctor's cabin door. In haste.
Point 1.
Point 2.
Point 3.
Only the registration card frames the emptiness
of a Delhi dusk,
birds pecking at its seams
in search of a robust dreariness.
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Sanjeev Sethi
Rundown
Happiness writes
a halfhearted letter.
The font isn’t familiar
the paper is crumpled
the ink is in a color I can’t read.
And they ask
why I write sad poems?
We are pitched
to different beats.
When the conductor’s baton summons
we bounce.
Otherwise alone
we intone
strains of togetherness.
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Scripter
Sensations from your end
surround me
like the agility of commuters
on a monorail
travelling between terminuses.
A flute and its fallout
etch out errancies in biomorph.
A belt of bulbs
recites the riddle
of our romance.
Even though ardour felicitates
the axiom,
a neologism is impelled
to fix it.
We’re standees at our own show.
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Rumi Morkin
To pee or not to pee
The concert finished, out we flowed
across the foyer to the road,
but nature called – I had to pee;
I asked my friend to wait for me.
"There has to be a toilet here,"
I said, "I’m sure it's somewhere near."
Down stairs and up I went to seek,
from urgency I'd sprung a leak Ah – that's the place, without a doubt;
as I walked in a man walked out,
the matchstick couple on the door
showed clearly who this toilet's for:
both him and her, for gay and trans
(and anyone with other plans).
I looked around, close to despair:
one single cubicle stood there,
the door was glass and didn't lock,
I almost peed my pants in shock.
Dismayed, I turned and walked right out,
back to my friend - to talk about
what I could do, but as we spoke…
…I woke.
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The bright side
At present I'm in isolation,
a move I hope will save the nation,
not because I have the virus
but because it is desirous
since I am considered "old."
I have to do as I am told,
and stay at home – my kids agreed
all I'm allowed to do is weed
or clear and sweep the garden path,
lest I arouse the family's wrath.
They've bought me food, the siege is set
whatever I may need – they'll get,
although imprisoned I am free my hobbies take priority!
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Reshmy Warrier
Untitled
My heart… Don't call my heart subservient
She is anything but. She is proud,
Much like her Regency period sisters,
Strutting about, preening, laughing,
Doing nothing, except for
Daydreaming, playing the piano or
Finding a suitor every now and then
To keep her company, to make her laugh
She never learns, or coolly overlooks the past,
While I, who carry her, has to bear the brunt,
Of every ill-timed liaison,
Of all the inappropriate smiles she gives,
that I would much rather keep,
For she is mine and only mine,
My heart,
Wouldn't want her roaming the world,
I don't want her,
Falling, hurting, despite her pride,
and it pains me to tell,
Innocent that she is, the world is far
from being her Netherfield Ball
But I can't, for I'm tongue tied each time
I see her, everything stands still,
My love stays untold, as she brushes me aside... her childhood jester friend.
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Neha Chaudhuri
Martial Love
Toes push out, heels
pull in, calves tighten, and knees?
They push those out too.
They who? Those rose fingered
dawns of years past gurgling in
brooks where practice was done,
Forgotten nooks holed with sleeping gods who rise today
between toes that push, under the bridge
of the foot that pulls
from slumber so deep,
it rents the muscles.
'Tuck it in!' he said
'what?' she said
The pelvis, tucked in, the tailbone
a chair, solar plexus pours forth green froth of love and anger mingled.
'but what is what?' she said
'what? what?' he said
Arms hugging a tree of light,
a pillar, a stream - arms armed
with might as shoulders fall down and the earth meets sky.
'but he's shaking!' she said
'don't stop, let him!' the soldier said
Going through is the only going
that you remember, even
After you've died and on a rose-fingered
morning, come back
as someone else.
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Bhupesh Chandra Karmakar
Life Is a Picture of Pleasure
Life is a picture of pleasure,
pain, shadow, and sunlight
A person should have a stable
and strong aim in life
Success is difficult to achieve but
not impossible in career
Determination and learning from
failure are keys to success
One can make a good decision,
but will never know the result
because enjoyment or sorrow
will be the destiny of our life
The life of great men guide us
on how to sublimate our life
Life can be challenge…self-belief
is the key when uncertainty shadows us
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Jo Balistreri
Live in the Layers and Not on the Litter
Late afternoon sun on beechnut leaves
symmetrical saw-toothed and copper
they hang
from branches like Christmas
tree ornaments
become wind’s oracle
as days grow toward gray
Live in the layers—
How essential to pay attention
and give voice
to even one beechnut leaf
in its moment
of impermanence
its luminosity
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Haibun
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Johannes Manjrekar
Daryaganj
The street outside New Delhi station is a self-untangling chaos of cycle rickshaws, electric
buggies, cars, buses and people people people people. Dhabas are clustered around by the
hundreds in an exuberant maze of street-side culinary enterprise.
The two men entering the dhaba – this particular dhaba – are similarly dressed in travel-dusty
white, but their body languages are different. The man who protests that he is not hungry, no
really not at all, does not sit sprawled. Indeed, he seems to have arranged his body to occupy
as little space as possible. He has turned sideways on his chair so that he can watch the activity
in the dhaba without looking at the other man’s plate. Nothing is shared as the other man eats,
not even words. When the other man leans back after wiping his plate clean, his companion
pours out a glass of water for him. As they are leaving, the man who has eaten says something,
and the other man nods vigorously.
full moon –
now it’s risen above
the tangle of wires
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Jacarandas are a Deep Shade of Blue
I was thirteen or fourteen and the jacarandas were in full bloom. I was walking along a straight
tar road, the evening sunlight spraying off it like water. A football game was in progress to
the right of the road, and it being football and the men mostly young, there was a constant
stream of shouts and calls for passes.
On the other side of the road the jacarandas silently bloomed, and I was thirteen or fourteen.
Out of nowhere it occurred to me that some day jacarandas would be blooming and football
players shouting and I would know nothing about it then or ever again and suddenly I was
overwhelmed by the thought of ever again and began to run, run as fast as I could and I kept
running till I got home and my lungs were bursting and the pain felt good because I could
feel it and because all it was just a burning in the chest.
evening tea
my parents talk
about their day1

1
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Praniti Gulyani
The Art of Healing
I ask you for one-quarter of a moment. And three-fourths of a memory. A memory that we've
lived. A moment that we've cherished. I insist that you carve out the ripest slice of the memory
and the happiest chunks of the moment. The parts painted in brightest colours.
I prefer greys and blacks, even occasional whites.
full moon
the rounded edges
of an old scar
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The Flavours of Hope
A milky scent. New-born fragrance.
The push of teeth against a tether. The jingle of a rattle.
And, the way my heart inflates, to fill all of it within me.
'Quite possibly,' an aunt says, 'this is the scent of hope...'
The infant, wrapped in a blanket that once belonged to me, gazes at the square-shaped night
in the window. He opens his mouth, spit bubbles form on his lips, reminding me of dewdrops
on rose petals. With his curled fists, he pushes away the clustering dark, his millimetre long
fingernails already scraping the stars. As he spots the moon, he gurgles – a freely flowing
brook - reunited with a long lost friend, a beloved companion.
'Someday, you will realize,' I murmur, pulling at the ends of my blanket, 'the moon is not a
constant companion as you believe. When you set off on the longest of journeys, and stumble
upon an unpredictable curve, a sudden cut, and plunge headfirst into an entanglement of
narrow pathways, the moon will accompany you till the very end, but eventually, it will
slowly, painfully, leave your side. Probably just to let you be.'
lonely evening
slowly getting used
to myself
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Matthew Caretti
Out of Africa
A friend declares that I miss Africa because it is raw. Honest. Without great adornment. That
life there, as opposed to here, is bound to the seasons. To the coming and the going of the
rains. The sun. The winds. The cold. He notes all this as we sit in an air-conditioned coffee
shop on the 21st-floor of a glassy high-rise sipping hot chocolate. I ponder his words, silver
spoon ringing my mug. Wonder aloud if this is fair-trade cocoa. He doesn’t hear my words,
absorbed as he is with the curves of a passing beauty. He simply nods and reiterates that
Africa is a better place to live. For me.
her sneakers
covered in sequins
Singapore
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While Greta Testifies
I sit inside the corner coffee shop. Aircon and clean air. The flatscreen and the news. I order.
Fill the wait with English subtitles.
kopi-o2
the bitter of
Sumatra’s fires
Here the schools are closed today. Not because of any student action. But because of the Air
Quality Index. Surgeon’s masks have been distributed with great fanfare by the government.
Have been shown by researchers to be ineffective. Do little to save the breath of our
conscience.
climate strike
protestors lost
in wildfire smoke

2

Kopi-O is Bahasa Malaysia for black coffee.
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Marilyn Humbert
Displaced
We pass them and their makeshift homes on our way to work or the park. Belongings in
plastic milk crates, bedding folded beside them on the footpath, or in a doorway. They sip
coffee from a styrofoam cups, pick at meals in brown paper bags from McDonalds. They never
make eye contact or smile.
at the barrier
bunches of spent blossoms
the colours of despair
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Terri L. French
Sundarata
He paints her. . .
no, not her portrait
on canvas stretched taut
but HER
brush to flesh
sable bristles wet
with his oils and her sweat
highlighting her scars
the ones given to her
before she was old enough
to fight back
the ones there
to serve
as reminders
of what was taken
the ones she offered
when life was served
from her womb
He paints her. . .
blossom around
her blemishes
freckles connected
into constellations
lines and wrinkles
into highways
leading into
and out of
her glory
Her paints her pain
her suffering
her joy and celebration
nipples encircled
in cerulean blue
his palette knife dragging
cadmium red
down her spine
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He paints her. . .
into the work of art
she has always been
blooming
from her open palm
lotus blossom
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Unturned
I can’t profess to know their real names. To me they are simply round, flat, red, green, gray,
sparkly, dull. I might be able to identify the more common ones—quartz, slate, limestone,
sandstone. But I don’t believe it’s a prerequisite to name something in order to love it. And
I’m quite besotted with rocks. Always have been. My father used to scold me for stealing them
from our driveway. I couldn’t help it. They called to me, asked me to make them my own. I
particularly like the little orecchiette-shaped stones that held the perfect dip for my thumb.
Metamorphic
no resisting the forces
of change
As I grew, so did my collection. Picked up on beaches, in mountains, along roadsides, in creek
beds. I kept them in boxes and plastic bags. I’m sure many never left my pockets.
Igneous
some things grow harder
with age
Now, I am retired and afforded the time to travel. The variety of rocks I am finding on my
journey is incredible. But, on the occasion that they speak to me now they only whisper “leave
me be.” And I do, with some reluctance and angst. I’m finding it is a difficult thing, this
leaving behind.
Sedimentary
all of me
begins to settle
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G Akila
Aryama
Hauling ourselves up the hill at Padar Island, our boatman is at ease finding foot-spots in the
lofty, rugged slopes. He is our guide without trek shoes for his cracked heels. No walking
stick either, as he hops from one foothold to the other in a pair of faded chappals. The foothills
seem to know him well and he knows where to pause, allow us a few moments of rest and if
required, offer his hand too.
temple top
the last lamppost
keeps moving
up
The view atop the hill is painted with several landlocked pieces of the ocean with boats
anchored to welcome the sunrise and the sky turning ochre, amber and crimson. Few of us
indulge in trick photography - holding the sun like a pill, posing with a halo, ready to gobble.
Amidst the clamour to capture the moment in our lens, a silhouette of small stones in a
downward slope, piled one upon the other, rises like a monk in meditation. Its contours
sharpen with the shapeshifting sky unfolding a timelessness. I am overwhelmed till the
boatman’s sharp voice breaks the reverie, urging us to return.
another moonrise
his footprints seek
new company
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Yesha Shah
Another Diary Entry
The sleepy coastal town eases into the day with its morning rituals:
the clatter of the milkman’s aluminium canisters
the gentle drip of leftover rain from tin roofs on the pebbled road
the thud of ink-fresh newspaper rolls
the urgent hoot of a milk cooker
the hungry wails of Mrs. Pai’s infant
the steamy hiss of an idli maker
the sonorous clang of Kudroli temple’s brass bells
I have been studying all night for the final exams. Pale sunlight streams in through my
window and dust motes swirl with the delicate grace of a ballerina. A familiar raven caws,
perched on the eaves.
Today a small crowd of mourners dressed in white have gathered down the lane.
rip tide
his body washes up
on another beach
young death
the rose petals
still fragrant
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Other Side of the Twilight
They banish me. And others like me. They accuse us of weighing down the world with
melancholy that oozes out of our esoteric poetry. The nostalgia from our verses, they say,
combines with the grief emitted from art work of painters to form tar-black clouds. As it is,
joy showers are deficit, those black clouds taint the only rays of hope, again, so they say.
evening sidewalk
the merging unmerging
of silhouettes
We are shipped off to the moon. They can’t take chances by simply exiling us to some
marooned island. We could craft a boat out of sheer longing and sail back to civilisation.
The other side of moon is where we end up, yes the one that never faces the earth. It’s all
barren. But then we create more poetry, more art, musing over the parched lands, battered
landscape, endless nights, fallow wombs and broken hearts.
scattered jigsaw
the way our lives fit
along the fault lines
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Sandra Martyres
In the Distance
Another day of lockdown. Food and water are running out as are our meagre savings.
We start the trudge before dawn to make some progress before sunrise. I shoulder the cloth
bag of supplies while my husband picks up our sleeping son. We dare not awaken him and
hear his sobs as we try to feed him what he does not like.
sunbeams on his face –
how many more days
to find home
We reach a stream and stop to wash our faces, soak our weary feet and freshen up. A flailing
of little arms and feet - my son is now awake. We allow him to paddle in the stream. That
brings a smile. He is hungry now, eats what we have to offer without much of a scene.
The journey continues - one burden lighter my son too will walk for a while.
Seven more hills to climb.
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Brijesh Raj
Fait Accompli
Days coalesce into a Covidious blur. Eyes open at first light and stay that way. Working from
home is well…not really working. Screens don’t reach out or forgive. Neither do the
policemen safe-guarding the emptiness.
waning moontears roll down
my prayer candles
Hitherto non-existent neighbours periodically breach my wafer-thin walls. Squabbling and
squawking.
Twilight hour
sparrows speak
the muezzin’s tongue
The cough that convulses me is a painful embarrassment. I can feel my client cringe over the
phone line. Serves you right, I think back. For calling in late, with a two-day old banality.
The forecast for tomorrow’s mood is signature. Dark with a hint of showers.
Touching noses…
my cat decides
against
A mosquito, well-bred in the overflowing gutters below, circles the repellent incense stick.
Then proceeds humming with rasdar like precision below my pyjama hemline. I name her
Annie. After all, we share the same blood.
Koi pond
their reflections too
moving in circles
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Jo Balistreri
Relearning
All afternoon robins come. Six, seven at a time to the birdbath. They push like kids at a pool.
One, fully immersed, splashes the others. Two more wait on the railing for a turn. In all the
years we’ve courted birds, nothing like this has ever happened.
Like kids with noses pressed to the window, we’re afraid we will miss something.
Later in the day, sun low in the sky, the water is almost gone. The birds keep arriving but
unknown to us, we’ve changed back into adults. We’ve forgotten this is their world, we are
visitors.
We add more water. We wait…
still waiting
on the back porch
watching shadows
only our rockers speak
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Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
Solace
As a child I had a great fancy for atlases. My eyes wandered over the maps, and by some still
tender age, I had known the capitals of the world, the principal rivers and the way to
pronounce the names of faraway places, like Llanffairduddly or Rajaonarimampianina. There
was a delight in tracing the courses of rivers, and to read up the principal wildlife that
abounded in the forests they watered.
fisticuffs my quarrelling neighbours
still masked
Today, I sit with the old, fading atlas fished out from the top of the bookshelf to where it had
been relegated by the more interesting reads of youth, and I trace the death counts in each
capital, and the principal shipping routes, now laden with face masks and sanitisers that will
come too late for some.
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Srividya Sivakumar
Fever Poems
Bless these hours of wait. As I wait by the phone and millions dream of home.
These days, they play tag, and the spirit, is a chequered rag.
What of this wearable pain?
It is sought out and found wanting again.
This love is hardly unreachable.
It is not a village, after all, and these fingers are not feeble.
There is no mirage on the road.
I see faith and it worships alone.
The dun road is bleached white.
The sun shines, the desert is respite.
The family has abandoned all pretence.
A glass of water is the map reference.
At home, the steel wool is an intractable beast. It plays spoilsport to a game of ease.
The vegetable garden is stripped bare.
The carrion, consumed with care.
high above
sarus cranes take flight
on empty wings
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Kat Lehmann
Old Monsters
One night, I started shrinking while looking at myself in a mirror. Soon I was smaller
than a family of ants, and I looked like dinner to them. The next night, I was exploring
RV campers at a dealership. The camper door shut, and the walls closed in like the
Star Wars trash compactor scene. Disempowered. Shrinking. Tiny. Trapped. After
months of this, something clicked. I learned to fly above trees, above danger. I
practiced incorporating myself into walls, with predators left outside the wall, baffled
and unable to reach me. Once when I was falling off a cliff, I declared I do not accept
this. I will not let this happen. Mid-air, I froze and shifted time in reverse. I re-wound
the movie of time until I was safely returned to the mountain peak. Last night, my
daughter came to me, troubled. You have magic powers, I said. What was conjured can be
conquered, with practice. You do not have to accept this.
thin ice
I seep through the cracks
of my mystery
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Short Fiction
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Rajni Arunkumar
The New Resident
Priya sighed as she pushed her hair off her face. She’d gone especially short last month.
Now her curly mop kept falling into her eyes as she scrubbed the floor.
“It suits you,” Palash had said then.
Palash. The love of her life. The one she’d left. She’d never thought she’d ever have to face a
day without him. She sighed and began scrubbing the floor with renewed vigour.
She stopped suddenly. Was that a knock she heard at the door? She was about to resume
scrubbing when she heard it again.
Knock knock knock…
Priya wondered who it could be. She didn’t know anyone here. She had recently moved in.
She’d heard some not-so-nice things about this place, but then, beggars can’t be choosers.
This was the only place that would have her. Armed with the brush in hand, ready to toss it
at the intruder, she slowly opened the door.
“Hel-Whoa! Hold your horses! I come in peace…”
Outside was a moon-faced chap eyeing her makeshift weapon wearily.
“I-I’m your neighbour… I’m right next door. Ju-Just thought I’d come and say hi?”
Moonface piped up timidly.
He looked about ready to bolt at a moments notice.
“Oh. er… hi!” said Priya, lowering the brush.
“I’m sorry, I didn’t… I thought… you see…”
Priya took a deep breath and began again. “Hi, I’m Priya.”
“Hello. I’m Chandramohan - Chandru.”
Priya giggled at the appropriateness of the name.
The chap seemed harmless enough. He grinned back at Priya,
“You always welcome people this way?”
“Oh no - I just got here - and there’s a stain near the window that’s proving particularly
stubborn.”
Chandru’s smile faltered a little.
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“That would be the previous occupant. Not a friendly sort. Why don’t you leave it for a bit?
Tell me, are you all settled in? I know it takes a bit of getting used to, but hey, just look at the
view!”
He gestured grandly as he moved to the balcony. Priya followed him. It was the first time
since she’d arrived, that she had really bothered to look outside. After her abrupt departure
from her home, and having nowhere to go immediately, she was caught in a limbo.
Setting her brush down, she looked out. The city was spread out prettily in front of her complete with a view of the sea. In front of the sea were young couples walking on the
promenade, hand-in-hand. The sun had started to set and the sight brought about an odd
sense of melancholy and longing. She wondered if Palash missed her.
“What now, Chandru?” she asked her companion sadly.
“Now, Priya, we wait…” he said. “We become good at that. Waiting.”
Out on the street just below the apartment, a young woman was walking briskly, urging her
little boy along.
“But why, Ammi? Why don’t we come through this shortcut?” the little boy asked looking
at the old-fashioned facade. He rather liked the look of it
“They say it’s haunted, babu. And that’s why it’s always remained empty.”
As his mother grabbed his arm and dragged him along, the boy took one last look at the
block of flats - and he could almost swear he saw two figures standing on the top balcony
looking out to the sea.
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Urmila Bendre
The Company We Keep
What do you think I am? Here only to tell you stories? The bird fluffed its wings and glared
at him. I am sorry he muttered. If it was possible for a bird to sniff, it did that.
He controlled his giggles. He wanted to laugh out loud but knew it would not be
appreciated. So he coughed and looked solemnly at the bird. Well, he was not sure of the
species, let alone the sub-species it belonged to. So best to call it a bird.
It was colourful, but not the right size or shape to be a magpie or a parrot species – he
thought (but he may be wrong – he is no ornithologist. And that’s about all that he knows –
that knowledge about birds is ornithology. Right? He thought to himself).
"Okay, so what would you like to do?"
"Feedme feedme feedme, you moron!"
He overlooked the insult and started rummaging in the cupboards and the table in the
kitchen. He found a few grapes that were accepted graciously and picked on delicately.
"So what’s your name?" the bird asked.
"Arun."
"Okay Arun, you may call me mate."
"Mate, ummm what kind of name is that?" he wondered trying to keep his reaction and
words polite.
The bird glared at him and said, "Be thankful someone wants to be your mate. The way
things are going, you seem to have very few left."
He was taken aback. He said “Yes, that is true”.
The bird smiled smugly and said "I know”.
That's the first time I've seen a bird smile, he thought.
"You think we do not know how to smile or laugh. Ka kah kah kah."
The bird burst into loud laughter. A talker and a mind reader.
"Why do you think we could not smile, laugh, talk or be mind readers? Typical!"
"What do you mean?"
"Typical of a human being and of humankind in general. You guys are so focused on
yourself, so narcissist, that you fail to recognize things about other species that are right in
front of you."
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But but… the last time he had thought someone could read his mind was when ma
recognized and seemed to read his mind. He looked at the bird curiously.
"No, I am not your mom. Reborn or otherwise. And good son you are. Selfish, thinking your
mom’s rebirth should be as a bird to come back and serve you? As she did all her life?"
What is this? Psychoanalysis - poppycock though it may be – by a bird? He grinned and
shook his head.
“No, all I meant was, she loved me and seemed to know exactly what was going on in my
mind.”
The bird nodded. "That she did. Don’t think …"
and then the bird stopped itself.
He was amused and raised his eyes skeptically. But refrained from commenting.
……x….
So they went for a walk. The bird and him. And it was as expected. It was okay near his
home, which was on a more or less deserted street. Why? He had always wondered. Did all
the people in all the flats leave for work?
But then they turned and walked a block to a chowk and encountered all the life that exists
in a small crowded town. Cars honking, bikes zooming as though the question of lanes did
not exist, cycle rikshaws- a few still around – carrying loads of passengers or material,
children going to school. The last were the most curious of all. They looked at the bird,
fascinated. The bird acknowledged their attention by breaking into chatter – bird chatter –
and that pleased the children. They giggled and crowded together.
And then someone said, “School jana nahi hai kya aaj? Chalo niklo yehan se.”
The children looked around but there was no one around they could see saying such things.
They bashfully smiled again and reluctantly continued on their way to school. One of them
turned back, ran to him and said
“Uncle uncle what’s its name?”
Bemused he muttered “Nutter”
The kid smiled laughed and said nutter and ran back. The bird angrily pecked at him and
said “That’s not my name.”
"Then what’s your name?"
"You may call me mamu."
"Don’t you think that’s worse than nutter?"
"No, it’s not."
"Okay, okay. Let me think. What about ramu, kamu, samu, nomu, momu, bomu.."
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"Okay, okay enough. You decide. Take your time."
So then they could not decide and the bird continued to be called bird. Though they spent
quite some time and energy in trying to find the perfect name in their days together.
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Zach Murphy
Spiders on Goodrich Avenue
A fine mist lingered as Dao went for an early morning run on Goodrich Avenue. The only
problem about running before the sunrise is that she was the first person to brush into all
the spiderwebs that formed overnight. It isn’t a particularly comfortable feeling — sticky
strings clinging to your face when you’re going full speed. Dao didn’t fault the spiders,
though. In fact, she admired their ways. How did they spin such stunning webs of intricate
beauty?
On the way back to Dao’s art studio of acrylic paintings and clay sculptures, she noticed that
one of her shoes became untied. After tying the laces in a tightly crafted knot, Dao stood
back up and gazed upon the towering mansion that she stopped in front of. The thing
looked more like a castle than a home. Ambitious vines sprawled across the brownstone, as
if wanting to smother the enormous structure. Dao thought about how much it would cost
to heat the inside of the place, especially if the people living there had cold hearts.
Just then, an elderly man wearing a painfully obvious wig and a bitter scowl on his face
poked his head out of the squeaky front door and shouted “Do you have a problem?”
“No,” Dao answered, quietly.
“Then why are you standing there staring at my house?” the old man asked, while waving
Dao along.
Dao looked at the man, and then the house.
“It’s ugly,” Dao said.
Dao continued to jog home with a satisfied smirk on her face. I am a spider, she thought to
herself.
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Srishti Aishwarya
Safe Houses
She woke up with the dim fluorescent of the emergency light- used during the frequent and
long power cuts- flickering over her heavy half open eyelid. Why was her mother crying?
She looked over to the other bed. Her sister was still asleep. Mother was on the phone,
sniveling. The phone that would soon be disconnected and landline connection removed.
There were too many blank calls. When the mother would answer the phone, she wouldn’t
hear a voice but short-winded sound. The moment she spoke, she would be inundated with
slew of filthy words, caked with lust and power, crackling through the phone's tiny
speakers.
That night, someone had blasted a mirchi bomb, outside their rickety wooden door- the one
her mother had got an extra lock on. The one with not a proper peephole, but a chink that
her sister and she looked out of, to get a glimpse of sky and the road visible through the
broken wall surrounding the periphery of the house.
Mother had asked them to not open the windows. It is not safe, she said. She would lock the
dilapidated door from outside, when she went out, so no one would know the girls were
inside and cause harm. Why would anyone want to harm two girls? She didn’t know, but
mother insisted that her school skirt be up to her knees, and rushed everyday from work, to
pick her up from the bus stop. They weren’t allowed to step out on their own, once puberty
stepped in. Sleeveless clothes became too modish. Her mother always remembered and
reminded - both herself and them - she was alone, with two girls, in a small town. More so,
after the blast, there was a note left, which said, “Give your daughters”- and no explanation.
They moved to a different house after that. The one that was too expensive for her mother’s
salary, but there were three doors to the entrance. Mother locked them every single night,
and pulled the lock fervently to check if it was indeed locked. To her mother’s delight, the
house was safe. Eventually they couldn’t afford the house. They ate too many potatoes, she
politely used her sister’s old school books instead of buying new ones, and used her
handwritten class notes to study when her Science school textbook was stolen right before
her 6th grade exams.
They moved to a run-down but in an affordable neighborhood. One day, the little girl who
used to live downstairs died. She was the oldest of the five siblings in their one room house
and often complained of headache, but had been very enthusiastic about her upcoming
birthday. The sudden wailing at some unidentified time of the night woke her up. Her
mother was up too. She clung to her mother. The muggy night was making rivulets of sweat
drench her skin. If her mother was worried, she didn’t show it. The caterwauling from
downstairs grew louder. At one point, mother suggested that she should go downstairs, to
commiserate, leaving her alone. She clasped tighter. Her voice dried up. Mother held on to
her. How could mother go downstairs when she could barely breathe, the caterwauling
weaving paranoia through her frail bones?
From the next day, they became pariahs. Neighbors would not interact with them. Mother
tried to explain to them, the disquietude and fear of a daughter whom she couldn’t leave
alone. Self-righteousness prevailed. No one spoke.
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After that, she was scared of using the spare key that she carried in her school bag, in the
pocket where lunch box was also kept, to open the door of her house. She would see the
little girl inside the house. The one who had died. Mother tried telling her that ghosts were
made of our fear, but her fear was bigger than the ghost of her imagination. She would sit
outside the door, waiting for her mother to come back from work. No neighbor would take
her in. One day she went to the terrace. It rained. She fell sick, much to her mother’s
consternation and frequent misgiving that she had failed as a mother. The house no longer
felt safe.
They moved, to a new house. This one had a big compound and Brobdingnagian gates. It is
safe, her mother reckons.
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Adam Swez
Movie, 1989
Lately my dad has been teaching me the R-rated version of a handshake: clinking two beer
bottles. We shake hands until the walls pulsate. I used to think his getting me drunk was
part of some trick or scheme, until I realized it was simply because I’d turned sixteen.
I get my dad every other weekend now. We drink, smoke, watch movies, make jokes, tease
each other, bully each other, praise each other. Tonight he sits me down on the couch in
front of the TV. I put my feet up. Copies of Esquire and Penthouse are fanned out on the
coffee table.
It was his idea to watch this movie. It’s not the kind we usually watch. Already ten minutes
in and there’s no guns, no fun, no banana peels. The main character—a newly-single guy in
his forties—takes his clothes to a dismal laundromat. When cockroaches burst across the
floor, he drops his basket. A hand enters the frame, picks the briefs up off the linoleum. Jazz
music bubbles like a dream. I’m confused. The friendly stranger, it turns out, is also a man,
which makes me think that dad misread the video jacket synopsis at the rental store. But
when the frame cuts to black, he says to me, “I saw this in theaters. It was really artsy, I
thought you’d like it.” I don’t know what he’s talking about. Neither of the very male leads
are attractive to me.
I drain my beer. From the couch I say, “Is it funny? We could watch Dan Aykroyd instead.”
Dad sprawls in his arm chair, a flannel blanket on his lap. The mouth of the bottle rests on
his lower lip.
He says, “Let’s just watch through the next scene, it’s funny, you want another beer?” He
puts a bottle on the side table between us and pries it open. I drink it quickly.
The two men have moved into an apartment in New York, with, improbably, its own
washer and dryer. There’s only one bedroom. They argue. At night the lights of the city,
bright as passion, carry them to reconciliation. I put my head down on the couch, using a
pillow as a partition to hide my eyes from dad.
At some point, he pauses the movie to use the bathroom. He returns with two more beers,
pantry-warm, and tosses one at me. I weight it in my hand. He won’t press play until I twist
the cap off.
The secret lovers decide to tell their friends at a housewarming party, which is actually an
informal ceremony. They decorate the new apartment with gardenias and white lilacs, and
white candles glimmer on the end tables. For an aisle, the men descend the staircase, in
tandem, wearing yellow suits with efflorescent red bowties. I have a friend who can’t bear
horror movies; the only way she survives is by telling jokes to the actors on screen. We sit in
the very back of the theater, and she snickers to herself for ninety minutes, her sweater halfpulled over tearful eyes. During the party scene, I keep telling myself that these two
characters can never get for-real married. Lily Tomlin plays the officiant; she seems funny,
but I cannot make even pretend laughter.
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My forehead and eyes are warm with an alcohol-dampness. I can’t see my dad over the
pillow, rising above my head, but I listen for him. The sounds of the movie blur, ringing.
Dad rustles, breathes, sighs, and laughs. I lie still. My eyes burn. Under his breath, or
possibly to me, he mumbles something incoherent.
The music wells toward conclusion. The final scene’s color palette is sparkling, like a dirty
filter has been taken off the camera lens. The credits scroll, and scroll, yet we keep watching
until the last word floats away. The TV screen turns blue, blaring a relentless noise, a fizzing.
He doesn’t click it off. My face turns into the pillow. I would have things between me and
him remain forever easy—as casual as clinking beer bottles—but would that be to remain
forever a child?
We stay very stiff. I hold my breath; to move first feels like an admission. The TV buzzes.
We are still. He’s saying nothing. He’s saying nothing. My throat is tight. He breathes
loudly; I know he’s awake. What is he waiting for? Groaning, he shifts in the chair. The first
to move will be me. He will ask what I thought of the film, I will tell him how it unsettled
me, and he will know. I lift my head to face him over the pillow. My father’s eyes are open
in the glare of the TV, in the burning blue light, and tears spill out of them. His mouth forms
soundless words. I lie back down.
In the morning my head is throbbing; I’m too sick for even the thought of toast. A flannel
blanket covers me, thought I don’t recall grabbing or tucking it around my toes.
When I check, the tape is gone from the video player, and the garage is empty. I curl up with
the blanket on the couch, except I cannot fall asleep for the pulsating of my head and the
fizzy ringing in my ears.
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Ramya Pandyan
Gameshow
All bets were off.
The Pro-Lifers were still camped outside the building but they were not shouting. This was
a tricky turn of events.
The President of the Choice Group, on the other hand, was sitting on the floor of her
bathroom. Her mouth was dry from having been open for a few minutes now and she was
looking at a handful of pills held above the open toilet. Which wet drain should they go
down?
The power of Choice and the right to power…
The bathroom door was soundproof but she realized she had left it open a single millimeter
through which the light streamed in. That was a choice too. And now? But there was no one
on the other side of the door to hear the hiccupping gurgle a minute later. The Choice group
practiced its own mandates very well. Besides, they were all busy watching the other group,
the SKY updates or making similar choices in their own bathrooms.
Kiara, monitoring the EYE feed for the building, was probably the most envied person in the
system at that moment. She didn’t actually have to be at the EYE itself but as captain of that
satellite, she had automatic prerogative to the update 4.37 seconds before the satellite team
and a full minute before the rest of the conscious population. It was the biggest news in the
universe at the moment.
“Bitch had to pull rank, didn’t she?”
“You know you’d have done the same, Era.”
“Enough with the CalmFace, Dion. Take that damn thing off. It’s only needed in conflict
situations. Why don’t you say what you’re thinking?”
“RealFace, chief? Okay. How about it was a stupid idea to give her the captaincy in the first
place?”
“I had to give her something. She was after my job. And I thought this would fizzle away
once the hype died down too. It’s a damn gameshow, for chrissake!”
“The biggest social experiment in the universe.” Dion was quoting from the promotional
messages that had cloud-marked every hourly telecast for two years.
“You’re a damn Choice agent, aren’t you?” Era’s eyes were boring into Dion who looked
away but admitted,
“I had my money riding on them.”
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Automatically both of them turned to look at the viewer overhead that telecast the latest
(albeit delayed) transmission. The buildings were silent. What crazy luck that the gamesite
was right next door to the healthcare center. Not really that odd, actually, considering all the
possible repercussions of such an experiment. But no one expected their services to be called
into effect in this manner.
ManX, the contestant who had become the most-watched human ever, had instantly
catapulted to fame, with the rest of the planet riding piggyback on his glory. The SKY feed
had been licensed to various other systems and they had a rapt viewership in the
surrounding galaxies.
“Hey, I just thought of something! The outlying planets won’t have gotten the feed yet.
They’ll still be watching him go through the adversity tests. What was the last one he did?”
“Death of a dream. He discovered his soulmate was going to be the first pup of the dog he
neutered last week. And that he was allergic to dog hair.”
Era chuckled.
“You damn Choice-maniacs! What the hell was that about? He loved cats, didn’t he?”
Dion looked back at him, all seriousness.
“It was to see how he coped with knowing everything he believed in, was unsuitable. The
choice of whether to kick out the cats or succumb altogether.”
They stared at the viewer again. Both buildings were still silent, the tiny knot of Pro-Life
supporters sitting in silence outside. Era’s mind was still ticking. Should he bring Dion into
it? The poor kid had probably lost a lot already. Besides, he’d be a useful ally to keep
indebted, unlike that politicking bitch at the EYE.
“We can recoup, Dion.”
Dion looked back at him, crinkling eyes and downturned lips, the RealFace turning the
deformity of judgement on at full-blast. Era winced, wishing he had not insisted Dion take
off the CalmFace. Reality was always startling when it showed its ugly face.
“Don’t think of me like that. We’re all worried about losing, Dion. Yes, yes, I had stakes on it
too. But I know how we can make it back.”
The twists on Dion’s face eased and rearranged themselves into curiosity. Era waited till he
had identified the emotion correctly and continued.
“Like I was saying, the outlying planets haven’t gotten the feed yet. Obviously, we can’t
switch sides at this point, the Ethical Cosmos Police’ll be on our heads the very next minute.
We need to start a new book.”
“What do you mean? It’s gonna be mayhem out there now. No one knows what’s going to
happen, who’s winning. That damn ManX would just have to go and do something like that,
wouldn’t he? Plug himself to life-support systems after knocking out his brains?! The filthy
rotten creep.”
Era shuddered. Dion’s reality was violently ugly and it wasn’t just because they hadn’t been
beyond CalmFace in awhile. But he stood his ground. The power of choice…
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“The question now is what the gameshow guys will do. I’ll bet twenty thousand rashings,
they’ll pull the plug. They can’t afford the healthcare maintenance.”
“They could afford to create one man’s world for a gameshow.”
“Yes, but who wants to look at a guy hooked up to life support all day? No experiences, no
choices, no fun. The game has moved on. They’ll lose viewers and will soon pull the show
off.”
“You think so? What about Choice corporation?”
“I think they’ll go bust. ManX was their biggest brand ambassador and he’s shown them up
in front of the whole universe. Of all the things a Choicer could do, the worst could be to
hand over the choice and the responsibility to someone else. He’s pulled the plug on them in
every way.”
Dion chuckled, a little gleam coming into his eyes.
“No doubt they’ll be eager to pull the plug on him as soon as they can. I better talk to the
Pro-Life gang. This should add considerably to their momentum.”
Era turned away, checking that his own mask was on. Dion’s blatant greed disturbed him
but he couldn’t afford to show that. He could see it all. Life would probably be the next new
religion and then none of them would have the exit option that the Choice philosophy had
provided. The government was going to fall too; they were the Choice corporation’s biggest
promoter and investor. Once Life took over, none of them would have any control over how
and when they wanted out. The Lifers would probably do away with the masks too. He
shuddered.
The savages were back. It would be a massacre. He could only hope he’d end up with a
comfortable enough Life to stand it till it left him of its own accord.
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Balram Narayankar
Paid in Full
“I met him just last week, after a lot of persuasion and he finally agreed to help. Not him,
not now and not when we needed him so bad.”
“Wouldn’t even spare a glance when he walked by. Always his head in the air! He had it
coming, didn’t he?”
“I almost got entangled with him last year. Escaped by a whisker! I am glad that we can all
breath easy now”.
Every street corner, eatery or alehouse, even the Westminster Palace was reverberating with
conversations on these lines. It was all over the papers, like everything about him is. Most
likely, it will continue to headline for the next few weeks, until a fresh scandal emerges and
engulfs it. It will stay in people’s memories, however. It came from where they least
expected it.
For once, I shared the spotlight with him. It was tiresome - being the object of everyone’s
attention, hailed by every person on the street, questioned everywhere and hounded by the
press at all times. I didn’t know how he handled it and I am glad for this break.
I am not an early riser, at least not anymore but I was up early. I slept like a baby and for
once, I woke up feeling rested, refreshed and content. I still had a few hours and I decided to
make the most of it. The weather cleared up too, after a week of incessant rains, and
everything seemed alright with the world.
With not a minute to waste, I decided to freshen up and get some breakfast. I was getting off
the bed when I felt a sharp, stabbing pain in my leg. I hadn’t felt it in a long time and almost
forgotten about it. It was ironical that it should strike today of all days. I sank back in to the
bed, to wait till it subsided and I, involuntarily heard him say, “It’s all in your head!” and
my thoughts drifted to our first meeting.
"You were in the army, weren't you?", he observed. Before I could ask how he knew it, I
heard him mutter, "Never mind” and he went back to fiddling around the lab. We spoke
some more but it was mostly one-sided, him making startling observations and me
acknowledging them. He seemed nice enough - lost in his thoughts, curt, candid to the point
of being rude and slightly bedraggled. He still hadn't made his name by then.
A friend had set us up. “Be forewarned!” she advised when I was leaving and added
hesitantly, “He’s a strange one, not easily likeable, but I’ll leave you to make your own
judgement.” I didn’t mind it at all and I liked the fact that he didn't speak much. Coming
from where I was, I was happy to be left alone.
He finally pronounced, “Let's do it, if you're game.” I could only smile and utter, “Let’s!” I
should have known what I was getting into and how tangled my life was about to be. I was
probably overcome by my own circumstances and desperate enough that I didn't notice
anything off-key. He was like a whirlwind, sweeping everything in his path and I, a mere
bystander.
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I shook myself out of the reverie but it looked like it was going to be one of those days - a
day for reminiscing. Having rested the leg, I was feeling better and I limped across to the
dinner table, in the sitting room. As I crossed the fireplace, a red envelope caught my eye. It
arrived yesterday evening and was addressed to ‘My dear John’ but I had not the heart to
open it. I decided to let it be and to distract myself, I walked over to the bookcase and picked
up the Violin.
It belonged to him. If there ever were a material thing he was attached to, it was the Violin.
He played it at all hours, his moods dictating the choice of tune and sometimes, the lack of
it. When he was particularly melancholic he would keep at it all night, creating quite a
racket and keeping the entire household awake. “It stimulates my mind.”, he would state
when he bothered to explain. This utter selfishness baffled me but I stayed quiet, not
intending to cause any bickering.
He made up for all of it when he was in high spirits. I would so look forward to those times.
He would pick up the Violin and say, “What do you want to listen to today?” He would
then sit me down and play beautifully for hours. I would lose myself in the music and forget
everything else for a while. He would often finish the performance with, “All that playing
makes me ravenous, let’s find something to eat.” We would grab our coats and head out for
dinner at the fanciest of places. It brought me a smile to think of them. If only our time
together was all like those evenings but sadly, it was fraught with agony and strife, at least
for me.
The sharp, dank smell of tobacco hanging around the room disturbed my reflection and I
found myself reaching for the pipe. I had a fondness for tobacco and smoked often but for
him, it was an obsession and he didn’t just stop at tobacco, often turning to cocaine. It was
unbearable to be around him then. He would either shut me out completely, for days, or talk
incessantly about the profane, mundane or nonsense. I begged him to stop but he would
disregard me, going to the extent of ignoring my presence around the house.
In fact, I was never made to feel a part of his life. He was either out on work or always lost in
his thoughts. The most I could hope for was a detached smile or a courteous nod, if ever he
acknowledged my existence. His work seemed to be his all-consuming passion and little else
mattered. I thought it would help if I took an interest in his work. “Maybe, it will help me
get closer and make him see me as more than a fixture around the house.”, I conjectured.
“Do you have a gun?”, he asked me one day. It was only a few weeks prior that I had
proposed assisting him. He was hesitant, initially, but as we progressed he took to it with
great gusto. “I love having you around. You are never in my way and it’s good for someone
to, finally, see my mind at work.” I put it down to hubris and it looked like a harbinger of
our time together but it was a tradeoff I was willing to make.
“Yes, I do.”, I replied uncertainly. When I was discharged from the army, I was allowed to
keep the gun but I was puzzled as to why he was asking. I wondered if it had anything to
with the raised voices coming out of the sitting room yesterday. I could only catch the last
part - someone yelling, “You scoundrel! You will hear from me soon.” as he stormed out.
“It’s time we took matters in our hands. Better carry it with you.”, he remarked. We had
started out with innocuous little jobs and though it escalated real quick, I wasn’t expecting
anything of this kind. I almost got shot for my troubles and I later realised that the person
we were shooting at was an eminent banker.
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Street urchins, Europe royalty, disconcerted housewives, thieves, industry titans, actors and
even policemen would come visiting, at all hours, and he seemed to take it all in his stride
and afforded them equal attention. I would have desisted, at the outset, if I had known
about the kind of people he was mixed up with or the dangerous path we were treading. By
the time I realised, I was too deep in and, lamentably, I’d started enjoying the adrenaline
rush of our escapades.
It was futile to dwell, now that the deed was done. I rose up to attend to the long-delayed
breakfast and I was walking to the dinner table when I tripped on the medical bag lying on
the floor. As I bent down to pick it up, I recalled his words. “You would have made a great
doctor, if not for me. Maybe, you are still better off doing that but you are certainly handy
around here.”
I didn’t want to be ‘handy’. I was capable of much more but I gave it all up to make him
happy. I could have been much more - accomplished, confident and content. I was a
completely different person before I met him and I could never imagine myself capable of
such a heinous act. I was soft-mannered and suffered all kinds of things without a grumble.
I might have gone on quietly, if not for the insults. They were never overt but he had a way
of driving it into you.
Given the nature of his work, no two jobs were similar and while he took the lead on each
assignment, he would ask me to deputise on certain tasks, in retrospect, setting me up to
fail. “I am sure you’ve learnt enough by watching me at work. I trust you to handle it
competently.”, he would state. He would later take pleasure in my failures and enunciate, in
excruciating detail, how I floundered and what a fool I was. He would often conclude with,
“I can see why you blundered and I don’t blame you. Anyone in your place would have
done the same.” He seemed to say it sincerely but I couldn’t help but detect the mild
undertone of derision.
“Why don’t you note it all down? It’ll help you in the future.”, he said at the beginning. I
saw the merits of that and started chronicling his exploits. “You are an average writer at
best, employing sensationalism to cover your lack of basic understanding”, he pronounced
when he read one of my pieces. Nothing was ever enough for him. It felt I was there only as
a punching bag. It could've been anyone and he would still have gone on the way he did. I
didn't matter at all. I hated that indifference.
Towards the end, I began to hate everything about him - that ridiculous hat, his languid
form, the long drawl of his speech and his obsession for truth. I shuddered at the mere sight
of him and every interaction was terribly taxing. I was holding myself together with great
difficulty. Having Mary helped to a great extent but even her presence couldn’t completely
help me eschew the dark stranglehold he had on may life. I hope she understands why I
could not answer her letter and forgive me for what I did.
The doorbell rang when I had finished breakfast, dressed and was musing about the
circumstances that led me to the upscale apartment in London on the first day. I wished life
had turned out differently. However, I could not take back what I did. I was expecting them
and I exchanged greetings with some, like old friends. Out of courtesy, kindness or because
they thought they owed me one, they had allowed me to spend one last night at our place.
They probably hated him as much I did and I noticed some of them looking at me with
grudging admiration. They were, after all, keepers of the law and could never do what I
dared to.
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As the police walked me out of the house, handcuffed and under guard, a newspaper came
fluttering across the road and I could see it printed boldly:
Sherlock Holmes Murdered
Dr. Watson the suspected killer
I allowed myself a smile. I was glad that I wouldn’t ever hear the bastard say, “It’s
elementary, my dear Watson!”.
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Lakshmi Muthukumar
An Emotional Roller Coaster – Review of Red River Book of Haibun Vol.1
The Inimitable Master of poetic forms such as haiku, haibun and the renku, Matsuo Basho
once wrote a few lines as part of a renku he composed:
I hear that the seed of haikai that were scattered here in the old times continue to bear
flowers.
(Translated by Geethanjali Rajan, Snatches from Matsuo Basho’s Narrow Road to the
Interior)
The Master’s seeds scattered in the old times certainly continue to bear flowers in the Red
River Book of Haibun Vol.1, a collection of 102 haibun by 61 poets from around the world,
edited by Steve Hodge and Paresh Tiwari. Steve Hodge based in the United States, is the
editor of Prune Juice, a Journal of Senryu, Kyoka, Haibun and Haiga and is an award winning
and anthologized poet whose work has appeared in many haiku publications. His book of
haiga, The Sparrow’s Dream, was published in 2014. Paresh Tiwari has worked as an
independent curator, editor and a cartoonist. His work has appeared in several publications
online and in print. A Pushcart Prize nominee, his second collection of poetry was awarded
the Touchstone Distinguished Books Award by the Haiku Society of America in 2017.
The anthology, published in November 2019 by an independent publishing house, Red River,
New Delhi is a fitting tribute to the work of the late Dr. Angelee Deodhar and the late Dr.
Johannes Manjrekar. Both of them were two unassuming and absolutely humble human
beings, who were phenomenal artists themselves.
As a form haibun is being revisited frequently ever so often in the last three hundred years,
since its first appearance, eliciting mixed reactions from academia ranging from intermittentbut- short -lived enthusiasm to suspicious condescension. The form occupies an in-between
space between prose and poetry that is, in itself, fascinating. Although it is not considered
viable in the country of its origin, Japan, globally, haibun along with its sister forms haiku,
senryu, kyoka, haiga and renku, continue to interest Gen X which enjoys a quick read. If the
quick read is also cryptic, and lends itself to a nuanced unraveling, so much the better. As the
preface clarifies, “A good haibun plays with a delicate balance where the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts”.
Taking the reader through a gamut of emotions, the anthology takes you on a roller coaster
ride as you experience the outrage of a son who is betrayed and disappointed by his father’s
response in Johannes Manjrekar “A Good Boy”:
My father’s friend began to talk about how westernized children had become these
days, and how in his time, no child would have dared to butt into adult conversations.
‘Well, times have changed,’ he concluded with a sigh.
I wanted my father to hit him, but all he did was reply, ‘He’s okay, you know’.
The prose passage is beautifully offset by the accompanying haiku that obliquely compares
the noisy cricket with the loudness of the son:
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moonless nightthe silence is deepest
around the cricket
Angelee Deodhar offsets the deep colour of the henna with the pathos suggested by the
whiteness of the moon in her haibun titled “Henna”. Karwa Chauth, a festival where the wife
fasts during the day and only breaks her fast by looking at the full moon is seen in a new light,
with the whiteness of the moon being matched only by a widow’s weeds:
For thirty one years, just before this particular fast she would get her palms painted
with designs of flowers, peacocks, vines, intertwined with her husband’s name...
Now…her frail pale hands are devoid of any colour except that in her veins
the stark moon
no longer worshippeddeep autumn chill
Alan Summer’s “The Wonder Room” surprises the reader:
…but more than that I didn’t want to be stuck in this family (although no one else
would keep my mother safe in her home) or no longer be afraid of my father, although
he never raised his hand, or voice. I had my wonder room every week-end, and died
in battle on all the other days.
my candles
are melting snow…
bluer shadows
Bill Waters’s “Wastage” amazes the reader with its economy in a brilliant example of war
poetry:
…the British High Command called it: non-combat deaths from disease, mishaps of
trench life, and sporadic enemy shells that seemed anonymous, somehow, like
accidents or heavy weather.
Buried
in The Times:
casualty list
If “Wastage” is impressive for its euphemistic and impressionistic tone, Dr. Brijesh Raj’s
“Winter’s Bloom” astounds with its unique juxtaposition of the themes of death and love:
The distant cry of a single bird cleaves the dreamy mists we once shared. A chill seeds
deep within.
raag malhar
a koel
tries a variation
My life line was shorter. I was promised that much…Now that you are past caring,
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Sandalwood
even the flames
cannot do without
A language teacher is amazed by one of her students’ essays on courage in Geethanjali Rajan’s
“Exegesis”; an amazement that is interestingly offset with the image of the sugar moon and
its interpretations:
My mind un-numbs at the description of grandpa insisting that he be wheeled out of
the ICU with tubes through his nose, mouth, both wrists and stomach, to greet his
granddaughter on her birthday.
sugar moonthat many ways to read
your lips
The moon seems to be a favourite image with most of these poets as one witnesses another of
its phases in Ray Rasmussen’s “Church Going” that makes one experience the regret of a
grateful schoolboy:
The statue of Mary with open arms reminds me of Sister Theresa who gave a lonely
boy bottles for his insect collection.
Her purpose…to do a bit of good where one is able.
Recently I learned of her death. Long ago, I should have sent a thank you note.
A man’s purpose…to shoulder the regrets.
coins clink into
the collection box
waxing moon
A secular note against the backdrop of war is struck by Raamesh Gowri Raghavan’s “Beyond
the Pale”:
I was the only one different, six shades darker, different language, different food,
different clothes and different cooking oil even…
Bookending
my gayatri jaap
azaan calls
If Roberta Beary’s “Genetics” surprises the reader with the imagistic combination of a fish in
an aquarium alongside a foetus in its mother’s womb:
Your eyes are big and round like your father’s but while his are the colour of the Irish
Sea yours are the colour of the muddy fields on my father’s land fit only for the
peasants who worked them.
abortion day
a shadow flutters
the fish tank
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Salil Chaturvedi’s ode to synaesthesia, “A Nose for Buddha,” entertains:
Later, my wife and I take off our shoes and visit the temple that is thronging with
devotees. I ask my wife, ‘Did you feel that the Dalai was looking at you, and no one
else?’
buddhist shrine the smell
of someone’s socks
The casualness of gift-giving is unexpectedly united with falling in love and an annual bazaar
in Srividya Sivakumar’s “Legacy”:
In church, it’s a squeeze of my hand. In the temple, it’s a look in your eyes that only I
recognize. At home, it’s a foot rub in your usual absentminded way.
You are generous with your gifts. Why, even your heart was given to me, so carelessly.
year market the quest for plum blossoms
lost in wine
Priced at 400 rupees, the collection is recommended for all poetry enthusiasts.
Red River Book of Haibun Vol.1
© Steve Hodge and Paresh Tiwari (Eds.), 2019
Red River
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Paresh Tiwari
Review of Stick No Bills by Madhu Raghavendra
I pick up Madhu Raghavendra’s slim volume of poetry, ‘Stick No Bills’, during one of the worst
crises we have seen on a global level. I pick it up in a moment of desperation, seeking comfort
in the familiarity and cadence of poetry. I pick up the book, flip to the back cover, and read
out loud.
I write about little things so that every time
I sit by the fire in some unknown village
to share their food, and their children ask me
to read poems, I don't want to tell them that
they will not be able to understand what I write.
– River
As I read these lines, an epiphany knocks at my door. It tells me that activism isn’t necessarily
loud, or visible. It takes shapes and forms beyond the accepted criterion. True you can fight
for the things you believe in by coming out on the road, by japing slogans in the face of
authority. But it also is, equally, those small acts that we choose knowingly or unknowingly.
Those that are lost on most since they do not make it to the ‘breaking news’ or the ‘Instagram
feed’. The cover of the book, is one such noticeable choice. The poet chooses his portrait photo
holding his baby, and complements it with a few lines about the things he chooses to write
about. On a 7” by 5” red paper, the poet hits at the roots of a patriarchal society, the accepted
and expected role of a father and raises his voice for the disenfranchised. Something that MFA
poetry would fail repeatedly at.
It is possible that Madhu's move to the North East India or the manifestation of a stay at home
father is beginning to reflect in his work. But I believe, it has to do with how he approaches
poetry as sustenance for his bones.
Stick No Bills, is a collection of 38 poems divided into three separate sections. The first section
‘Us’ opens with the poem, ‘Holding You’ and with the lines that brought me goosbumps, ‘I
wear you/ like rivers wear thirst’. If ever there a line, I wished I had written, it has to be this.
From here Madhu’s poetry is the torrential mountain rain, pouring incessantly into images
that jolt, delight, surprise, and cut deep. He explores a plethora of complicated subjects and
themes - love, a new marriage, longing in togetherness, and identity. All in a span of eight
poems. These poems are explorers, journeying into the self of the poet, converting the reader
into an ardent voyeur.
Madhu’s work strengthen my belief that poetry documents vital truth with a sharper eye to
detail than history. Poetry expresses the universal inhabiting the personal. This book is a
paper boat for the universal where every poem brims with life in all its raw, urgent, messy
glory.
Madhu’s initiative, Poetry Couture, which curates poetry events for many different audiences
across India, wishes to make poetry accessible to all, which comes out in the poems in the
second section of the book, ‘Somewhwere close to the heart’.
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I write a poem
Wrap it around a stone
Place it on a slingshot
Aim at an empty sky and shoot
- Rainmaker
This is a poet offering his ink to the clouds, willing them to rain over a parched land.
Rainmaker is a short poem, and exceedingly simple in the first read. But peel the layers and
you will find vacant eyed farmers gazing at the sky. Madhu in his works painstakingly
archives the grief, struggle, and despair of the marginalised. And he does so like he is an
insider. Someone who has lived that grief, that struggle and that despair, even if for one dark
evening.
Sample this:She meditates like a mountain
On one end of the loom, tied to the window,
An antelope of light leaps looking for a companion;
The other end is tied to her spine.
Her nerves run through the universe.
- Gale for Poge Karso
Madhu's extensive work in the field of public health, adolescent programmes, and women
empowerment, reflects in the poems such as Bastariya Beer and Salt. And this brings me to the
third and last section of the book, ‘There are no Others’.
In the fifteen poems of this section the poet fixes his gaze, delicately, on homes, rivers, deserts,
and locusts.
There’s no ‘free the nipples’ campaign, they’re free.
Their eyes, hollow from the sounds of the rounds
of gun-fires in neighbouring villages
tell us more than their mid-upper arm circumference.
The measuring tapes go green, go yellow,
the red ones look better than urban anorexic models.
- Bastariya Beer
The tea drum boils, the tea woman is tired of trials
Her back is poisoned with iron and arsenic;
She wraps salt in torn paper, ties it to the end
Of her sari, and secretly slips it into the tea.
All she has is salt.
- Salt
Madhu’s second collection of poetry doesn’t shy away from tipping the lamp over joys and
the ironies of human existence. Some of his best poems are those that talk of love – of his child,
of mountains, rivers, wildflowers, and also those who have largely remained unloved.
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In this slim collection of poetry, we find important slice of history rarely considered important
enough to be archived before.
Stick No Bills by Madhu Raghavendra
Format – Paperback
Publisher – Red River Publications
Year of Publication – 2019
No. of pages: 64
Price: 250/- INR (USD 10)
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An ode to the humble sublime
“Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the world, and makes familiar objects be as if they were
not familiar.” — Percy Bysshe Shelley
We look around us, as if for the first time. We notice the humble moka pot and are struck by
the fragrance of coffee filling our home. We sit on a bought-long-ago lounger and gaze at the
garden. There, that bright red flower you’d been waiting for. How long has it been waiting
for you to notice? There is something sublime about the humble. The everyday ordinariness.
I love how the unassuming bicycle is spoken of with such affection by Michael Laskey in ‘Bike.’
“With you it’s feet off the ground/ a feat passing unremarked/though in full public view. (…) Through
you I’ve come to know/winds inside out and raw weather ignored before (…)”
The ritual of ironing linen squares to their crisp glory by the poet’s parents is spoken of by
Maura Dooley in Mansize. She’s chosen ‘cheap printed florals,’ but what she really wants is Irish
linen, calling it, “Comforter, seducer, key witness to it all, my neatly folded talisman, my sweet flag
of surrender.”
Speaking about cups, Gwen Harwood enumerates their many uses and ways. She says, “They
are older than their flashy friends, the glasses. They held cold water first, are named in scripture. (…)
Quite a few stay married for life in their own home to the same saucer (…).” I love the idea of cosy
domesticity that the poem- Cups- brings about.
The enterprising worker is sublime, every single day, one of service. He is celebrated in The
Switch, where Laura Apol wonders about his interior life. “Someone loves the man who comes to
my house to lay wire. Someone loves the man who pours the concrete, the one who tears up the shingles,
the one who puts in the studs. Someone loves the man who unrolls the carpet.”
The idea of the daily life is upturned in Some of the Usual, where Naomi Jaffa stands in the
kitchen before breakfast and rattles off a list of the usual that she is not including. The list
ranges from serious to frivolous, from the philosophical to sublime- how the Today programme’s
become so tabloid/how rarely we make love/ what thirteen new houses going up bang next door will do
to the village/ not having children.
The ubiquitous bindi finds its groove in Smita Agarwal’s My Bindi. Her choice cannot be made
on a whim as she asks,” A full-stop of red to keep the ardent lover at bay? An asterisk of gold for the
one I wish to amuse? The black exclamation mark for those curious to learn how I juggle fidelity with
occasional flings?”
Derek Mahon seems to sum up what the contemplation of simple things does to us. In
Everything Is Going to Be All Right, he says, “The sun rises in spite of everything/ and the far cities
are beautiful and bright. I lie here in a riot of sunlight/ watching the day break and the clouds flying.
Everything is going to be all right.”
That’s the hope I am holding on to.
-

Srividya Sivakumar.
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What Are We Looking For?
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Haibun (Paresh)
Haibun is a prose poem that uses embedded haiku to enhance the composition’s overall
resonance and effect. And that’s all that we will leave you with. English language haibun is
an evolving and highly complex form of writing and if we start delving into the various
definitions, do’s and don’ts, is and isn’t, we may never be able to enjoy what the form may
stand for.
The fourteen haibun contained in this first issue would give you a fair idea of what we are
looking for. Surprise us, move us, shock us, just do not maintain the status quo. As for the
haiku in the haibun, we believe it to be an integral part of the composition. It should move the
story forward or take the narrative in a different direction. It may add insight or another
dimension to the prose, resolve the conflict in an unpredictable way, or may question the
resolution of the prose.
It’s perfectly fine with us if the haiku does not work as a standalone piece of poetry, if it makes
sense in the overall narrative and follows the other aesthetics of a haiku, we are open to it.
But, yes 5-7-5 is usually not a haiku.
Happy Writing!

Poetry (Raamesh)
There are as many definitions of poetry as there are poets. Wordsworth defined poetry as “the
spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings;” Emily Dickinson said, “If I read a book and it
makes my body so cold no fire ever can warm me, I know that is poetry;” and Dylan Thomas
defined poetry this way: “Poetry is what makes me laugh or cry or yawn, what makes my
toenails twinkle, what makes me want to do this or that or nothing.”
Poetry is a lot of things to a lot of people. And we at Narrow Road will not attempt to tell you
what that is, since we are not that sure either. But yes, we not look at unnecessarily rhyming
words very kindly.
Please avoid sending us shape poetry. It’s the devil to format and is a great cause of destroyed
friendships. Also please avoid form poetry unless you really are confident of getting your
rhyme and rhythm and metre right and you don’t twist grammar and use forced rhymes. And
please keep it at 20 lines or less, unless you think the combined juries of the Nobel, the Pulitzer,
the Goncourt, the Man Booker and the Jnanpith will fall over themselves to take their award;
or you think I will like it; or both.

Fiction (Rohini)
We accept short stories as well as quality flash fiction.

Length
The only difference between short stories and flash fiction is the length.
Short stories should be less than 3000 words. Any longer than that and they will be rejected.
Flash fiction needs to be shorter than 1000 words. There is no minimum length. If you can tell
a story in very few words, go for it. The shorter your story, if it fulfils the criteria of a story,
the better your chance of getting it accepted.
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However, the maximum length is fixed. Which means 3000 and 1000 words and below is okay
but 3001 or 1001 and above is not. Edit carefully and check word length before sending it in.

A complete story
Within the word length, we are looking for a complete story with a beginning, a middle and
an end, at least one character, some action or movement and preferably, some dialogue.
A story can be defined as – a character facing a problem, acting to resolve it and reaching some
kind of completion at the end. There must be movement and progress in the story.
The ending can be of any kind – a happy or unhappy ending. A twist or a surprise or even an
ambiguous ending provided it seems natural and not contrived.
Any genre is acceptable. The emphasis is on quality and good writing.

What we are looking for
•
•
•
•

Well written stories which draw you in and keep you engaged.
New and fresh ways of looking at familiar subjects.
Beautiful or lyrical language.
Original ideas along with easy narrative skills. Originality counts. Make sure your
story is not just following the old and trite clichés.

What we do not want
•
•
•
•
•

Long vague wandering pieces in which a character does nothing but drink tea and
brood.
Descriptive pieces in which nothing progresses.
An endless monologue.
Philosophy or arguments of any kind are not stories. Promoting a cause is not fiction.
Exploring an idea is better suited to an essay rather than a story.
Jokes which only build up to a pun or a punch line. They are not fiction. Don’t bother
to send jokes – we have read them all.

We want stories with a beginning, a middle and an end. The end does not have to be happy,
but it must be a resolution of some kind.

Guidelines
•
•
•
•
•

Send one story or up to three flash fiction pieces by email to this address
narrowroad.mag@gmail.com
Cut and paste the story into the body of the email. We do not open attachments or
pdfs.
The subject line should read – Flash submission/story submission followed by the title
of the story. Include a few lines of bio and make sure you include the exact word count,
your name as you wish it to appear and your country.
The story must be your own original and unpublished work. We consider it published
if it is up on a blog or Facebook page. Do not add long quotes or the lyrics of songs
unless you own the copyright to them. Every word in the story must be your own.
Make sure you edit properly. A piece full of spelling and grammatical mistakes is
unlikely to be selected.
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•
•
•

The editors reserve the right to make minor grammatical and spelling changes as
necessary.
The magazine takes first publishing rights which means you must credit this magazine
every time you publish the story anywhere else. We also reserve a one-time and nonexclusive right to publish the story in an anthology or book, print or ebook.
The copyright of the story remains with the author and we only ask that you do not
publish it anywhere else until it is published and for a period of one month thereafter.
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Submission Guidelines
Narrow Road Literary Magazine is a triannual journal published in April, August and
December. It focusses on flash fiction, poetry and haibun. The first edition of the journal was
invite only. Ever since then we are open to unsolicited submissions and will read your
works during the following periods:
a) June 1 – July 15 for the August Issue.
b) October 1 – November 15 for the December Issue.
c) February 1 – March 15 for the April Issue.
All short stories, flash fiction pieces, poems and haibun (works) submitted for publication
will undergo a review by editors of the individual genres. It will take approximately a
month for them to notify you whether your submission has been accepted, accepted subject
to revisions, or not accepted. Please be aware that at times, our editors may be unavailable
for short periods, so there could be delays in getting back to you. Time constraints and the
voluntary nature of editors’ roles restrict editors from corresponding in any depth with
writers whose work has not been accepted.
We like to keep the communication lines clear and simple. But please do follow the
following guidelines. Please remember all submissions are subject to these guidelines.
1) You may submit up to three pieces in a single submission during any one submission
period.
2) You may only submit work that is not under consideration by other publications.
Works posted on closed Internet discussion forums or on personal web sites that are
not publication sites will be considered, and so will previously published works,
provided you inform us of the publication venue and date. If accepted, the said work
will be noted as previously published.
3) Once a work is accepted, we reserve the right to publish the work in the next issue of
Narrow Road, and in any associated annual print or online journals or anthologies.
4) Narrow Road retains first rights for all works that appear in this journal for the first
time. This means that if your work is subsequently published elsewhere, that
publication must cite Narrow Road as the place of original publication.
5) Please do include your Name and your place of residence in the mail that you send
us.

Submission Procedure
Submissions are to be sent to individual editors on narrowroad.mag@gmail.com . The editor
for each genre is listed below: –
a) Flash Fiction – Rohini Gupta
b) Poetry –Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
c) Haibun – Paresh Tiwari
Your subject line should contain your name, the title(s) of your works, the genre you are
submitting for and the date. Send separate emails for separate genres, it makes the editors’ lives a
wee bit more worth living. We request you to paste your work directly into the body of the
email, unless the concrete structure of your work requires you to put it in a word doc or pdf.
In this case please do mention in your mail that you want your work to appear in the form
you have sent.
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Copy Editing
All work accepted will be copy (not content) edited. As for changes in content, once a piece
has been accepted and formatted for the journal, we will not accept content changes except
under unusual circumstances.
We look forward to your works!
Good company in a journey makes the way seem shorter.
— Izaak Walton

